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Abstract

We test Lowenstein's dc bias hypothesis as an alternative mechanism for the phenomenon sometimes called `stochastic resonance'.
Probe stimuli consisting of paired phase-locked tones at frequencies f1 and f2 (where f23f1 = 800 Hz, f1 s 4.5 kHz) and at equal
intensity were used to generate synchronous 800 Hz cochlear nerve activity (envelope responses). When a background tone of the
same intensity, with a frequency halfway between f1 and f2, is presented simultaneously with the probe stimulus, the envelope
response amplitude typically decreases. Consistent with Lowenstein's hypothesis, however, when the intensities of the probe and
background tone are near the detection threshold of the envelope response (approximately 0^20 dB sound pressure level), the
simultaneous presence of the background tone often increases the amplitude of the envelope response. At these same intensity levels,
when the background tone precedes the probe stimulus, it decreases the amplitude of the response to the probe stimulus. The effects
of simultaneous presentation of the probe and the background tone are frequency-dependent, becoming less pronounced or reversing
as the frequency of the background tone departs from those of the probe stimuli. ß 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Cochlear detection or processing of near-threshold
intensities of an acoustic stimulus often is impaired
when the stimulus is presented simultaneously with a
background sound. This e¡ect, known as simultaneous
masking, is especially pronounced if the spectral con-
tent of the background sound is close to, and its inten-
sity level is equal to or higher than that of the stimulus.
Simultaneous masking has been attributed primarily to

adaptation, with two-tone suppression also playing a
role (Dallos and Cheatham, 1976, 1977; Harris, 1979).
It is especially apparent with the cochlear nerve onset
compound action potential (CAP). The onset CAP evi-
dently corresponds to spike synchrony among a sub-
population of previously resting cochlear axons at the
onset of a stimulus tone burst. In that case, masking
also may be attributed to preemptive excitation of that
subpopulation, leaving its members in miscellaneous
states of refractoriness at the time of the onset event
^ a form of synchrony suppression. These various fac-
tors are believed to be responsible for the V-shaped
appearance of simultaneous masker tuning curves
(TCs), which are generated with tonal probe stimuli
and maskers.

By contrast, for many years sensory neurophysiolo-
gists have considered the possibility that, under certain
circumstances, internal or external background stimuli
might enhance rather than degrade the responsiveness
of a sensory unit to a very weak probe stimulus. These
considerations appear to have been based on two some-
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what di¡erent schemes. Both schemes posit a biasing
e¡ect on the unit's otherwise silent spike trigger, giving
it a substantial background ¢ring rate. That ¢ring rate
then could be modulated by the response to a second
stimulus that by itself would have been below the
threshold of the spike trigger. One scheme (Lowenstein,
1956) is based on dc biasing, analogous to the way
active electronic devices such as triode vacuum tubes
or transistors are biased by dc voltages or currents to
make them responsive to weak voltage or current sig-
nals superimposed on the bias. In response to an inter-
nal or external background stimulus, for example, one
can envision a positive dc current £owing into the unit's
spike trigger region, leading to background spike pro-
duction. Constant current applied to traditional spike
trigger models produces periodic spikes (e.g. see Agin,
1964; Stein, 1967). The other scheme (Stein, 1970;
French and Stein, 1970; Stein et al., 1972; Yu and
Lewis, 1989) is based on what the audio engineering
community now calls dithering (Vanderkoy and Lip-
shitz, 1984). The background stimulus is a random ac
signal (band-limited noise). The randomly £uctuating
response to this stimulus frequently exceeds threshold
at the unit's spike trigger, leading to a random spike
train that can be modulated by a second stimulus.
French and Stein (1970) demonstrated the e¡ect with
integrate-and-¢re trigger models ; subsequently, it was
shown by Fauve and Heslot (1983) with a Schmitt trig-
ger circuit. Yu and Lewis (1989) demonstrated it com-
putationally with the Hodgkin^Huxley model.

In principle, a background of perfectly periodic
spikes is noiseless. Observing a train of such spikes
with an arbitrarily sensitive detector, one could detect
an arbitrarily small perturbation of even one spike pe-
riod. Owing to internal noise that must be present in
any sensor operating far from 0.0 K, however, one ex-
pects even background spike trains produced by dc
biasing to have some degree of randomness. This would
be re£ected, for example, by a non-zero coe¤cient of
variation (CV) of the spike period. If one takes the
mean spike interval to be the parameter of the spike
train (i.e. the signal) that represents the dc bias, then
the random deviations from that mean interval can be
taken to be noise. The CV of the spike interval then
becomes the ratio of the root mean square (rms) ampli-
tude of the noise (i.e. the rms deviation of the spike
interval from its mean) divided by the signal (the
mean interval). Primary a¡erent axons of the vertebrate
vestibular system exhibit a wide range of noisiness in
background spike activity (spike-interval CVs ranging
from the neighborhood of 0.1 to the neighborhood of
1.0 (e.g. see Goldberg and Fernandez, 1971)). Because
he worked with that system, Lowenstein must have en-
countered a substantial population of units with low-
CV spontaneous activity. In such units, the implication

of an underlying dc bias is clear. The background spike
activities of vertebrate auditory units almost always are
noisy, with spike-interval CVs in the neighborhood of
1.0. Thus, although the sort of dc biasing proposed by
Lowenstein may well be occurring in such units, their
background spike activity is strongly dithered by noise
^ in the manner of French and Stein (1970).

In response to acoustic stimuli comprising pure tones,
mammalian inner hair cells are known to exhibit both
dc and ac responses (Russell and Sellick, 1978). At the
level of the eighth nerve, these evidently are re£ected,
respectively, in a positive shift in the mean spike rate
and in a tendency for spikes to be phase-locked to a
phase-shifted version of the stimulus sine wave (Kiang
et al., 1965; Rose et al., 1967). Observed at this same
level, ac responses to more general stimuli tend to be
phase-locked to linearly-¢ltered versions of the stimulus
waveforms (de Boer and de Jongh, 1978; Wolodkin et
al., 1996; Yamada et al., 1996); dc responses to more
general stimuli tend to be phase-locked to the squares
of the envelopes of the linearly-¢ltered stimulus wave-
forms (Yamada and Lewis, 1999; Lewis et al., 2001).
Each of the latter approximates a truly dc condition
when the amplitude of the stimulus envelope is constant
^ as it is for a pure tone stimulus of constant amplitude.
For tonal stimuli below approximately 2 kHz, ac re-
sponses typically are very much larger than dc re-
sponses. The reverse is true for tonal stimuli greater
than approximately 4 kHz; in fact, ac responses in
terms of phase-locked spike activity become so small
that they are di¤cult to detect for stimulus frequencies
equal to or greater than approximately 5 kHz. It fol-
lows that near-threshold broad-band stimuli, such as
broad-band white noise, will produce predominantly
ac responses in cochlear units with characteristic fre-
quencies (CFs) below 2 kHz and predominantly dc re-
sponses in cochlear units with CFs above 4 kHz. In
Lewis and Henry (1995), we showed that stepwise in-
creases in the amplitude of a broad-band white noise
stimulus can markedly enhance the sensitivity of both
low- and high-CF gerbil cochlear units to low-fre-
quency tonal stimuli. For the low-CF units (e.g. the
800 Hz unit of ¢gure 10 in that paper), the result can
be viewed as a consequence of dithering, a test of the
French^Stein hypothesis. For the high-CF units (e.g.
the 11.5 kHz unit of ¢gure 8 in that paper), the result
might be viewed as being largely a consequence of dc
bias, a test of the Lowenstein hypothesis. Although it
clearly has a large dc component, however, the envelope
of broad-band white noise also has a random ac com-
ponent. This inevitably will impose some dithering ef-
fects ^ as posited by the French^Stein hypothesis. Fur-
thermore, in units exhibiting dc responses to constant-
amplitude, high-frequency tonal stimuli, spike-interval
CVs remain large even though the amplitude of the
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stimulus envelope is constant. As it is with spontaneous
spike activity, this must be a re£ection of dithering by
internal noise.

In Lewis and Henry (1995), the enhancement of sen-
sitivity to low-frequency tones often was transitory, oc-
curring immediately after the onset of the noise stimu-
lus, but soon being erased by adaptation to that
stimulus. Its presence also required that the amplitude
of the noise was not so large as to produce a saturated
dc response in high-CF units or strong two-tone syn-
chrony suppression in low-CF units (Javel, 1981;
Greenwood, 1986). In fact, combining the dithering hy-
pothesis of French and Stein with the synchrony sup-
pression observations and theory of Javel and Green-
wood, one concludes that there must be a noise level
that produces optimum dithering (i.e. maximum en-
hancement of sensitivity to a given tonal stimulus).
Although not truly a resonant e¡ect at all, this hypo-
thetical optimum has been labeled `stochastic reso-
nance' (Weisenfeld and Moss, 1995).

Interest in stochastic resonance and in the notion that
processing of near-threshold stimuli can be enhanced by
the presence of low levels of internally or externally
generated noise has led to several experimental studies
with sensory systems. Longtin et al. (1991) and Maddox
(1991) suggested that phase-locked ¢ring of auditory
neurons would provide an opportunity for expressing
the properties of stochastic resonance. The addition of
low levels of noise has been found to improve informa-
tion transfer in ¢rst-order neurons receiving input from
mechanoreceptors of the cray¢sh (Douglass et al., 1993)
and rat (Collins et al., 1996), as well as from thermo-
receptors of the shark (Braun et al., 1994). The e¡ect
also has been demonstrated in psychophysical somato-
sensory studies (Chialvo and Apkarian, 1993; Simonot-
to et al., 1997). Computational and sciatic nerve models
of the cochlear nerve have been used to demonstrate
how the addition of noise can improve the response
of a cochlear implant (Morse and Evans, 1996, 1999;
Rubenstein et al., 1999; Bruce et al., 1999). Jaramillo
and Wiesenfeld (1998) and Ehrenberger et al. (1999)
suggested that stochastic resonance enhances the near-
threshold a¡erent activity of the cochlear nerve, citing
Brownian motion within the cochlea as a possible
source of dithering noise. Ideally, one would want the
noise dithering each member of a population of spike
triggers to be independent of that dithering the other
members. Otherwise, it would be di¤cult for the central
nervous system to extract the e¡ects of weak signals
from the temporal pattern established by the dithering
noise across the entire population. Direct evidence for
the ability of acoustic noise to improve cochlear nerve
population responses (whole-nerve responses) to near-
threshold acoustic stimuli has been obtained from the
gerbil (Henry, 1999). Whole-nerve responses to the low-

frequency modulation of high-frequency stimuli were
enhanced by the presence of broad-band noise. This
e¡ect only occurred when the intensity levels of the
noise ranged from 5 to 30 dB sound pressure level
(SPL) and those of the stimuli were close to response
threshold (35 to 25 dB SPL).

All of the studies of the previous paragraph were
focussed on the French^Stein hypothesis ; dithering by
the background noise was presumed to be the principal
contributor to sensitivity enhancement. Nevertheless, it
is possible that dc bias may also have played some role.
In the experiments to be reported in this paper, the
methods described in Henry (1999) are employed again,
but the focus is expressly on the Lowenstein hypothesis ;
background noise was replaced by background tone at
a frequency above the cuto¡ for phase-locked ac re-
sponse. This removed both the random ac response to
the background stimulus and the random ac component
of the background stimulus envelope-leaving dc re-
sponse as the source of any observed sensitivity en-
hancement. It also made it possible to explore rather
easily the dependence of sensitivity enhancement on the
frequency of the background stimulus.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Thirty one Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguicula-
tus), aged 45^150 days, were screened as subjects for
these experiments. Twelve of these showed a response
to tonal masking similar to that seen in Fig. 3, and were
not examined further. The remaining 19 gerbils showed
a statistically signi¢cant increase in the amplitude of the
cochlear nerve envelope response when a low intensity
tone of an appropriate frequency was simultaneously
presented with a low level stimulus. Each illustration
in this paper represents an e¡ect that was examined
and found to be replicable in at least three animals.
All the subjects were otoscopically normal and had co-
chlear nerve envelope response thresholds that ranged
from approximately 35 to 20 dB SPL. All animals were
born and maintained in a gerbil colony with restricted
levels of ambient noise.

2.2. Animal preparation

Gerbils were anesthetized with a mixture of xylazine
and ketamine (20 mg/kg and 60 mg/kg, intraperitoneal,
respectively), and supplemental doses were administered
as necessary. The cochlea was approached ventrally in a
manner described previously (Henry, 1996a). Body tem-
perature was monitored by a rectal thermocouple and
actively maintained at 37 þ 1³C.
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2.3. Acoustic environment

Testing was conducted within a double-walled acous-
tically insulated chamber. Before data were taken, each
subject remained in this chamber for approximately 30
min in order to allow its auditory periphery to become
more sensitive. The inner chamber rested atop a vibra-
tion isolation table that was composed of three second-
order ¢lter stages. This structure was inside of an In-
dustrial Acoustic Corporation 403A acoustic room.
Over the range of 300 Hz^20 kHz, the total attenuation
was greater than 65 dB (Henry and Lewis, 1992). The
ambient noise within this double-walled acoustic cham-
ber was below the noise level of the microphone
(ER10B, see below); e.g. 6311 dB SPL at 2 kHz
over a bandwidth of 3.75 Hz.

2.4. Recording technique

Approximately 1 ml of arti¢cial perilymph was
placed into the antrum of the cochlear round window
(RW), into which a 100 micron diameter silver electrode
was placed. The reference electrode was a stainless steel
bar pressed against the roof of the mouth. RW electri-
cal activity was ampli¢ed (105) and ¢ltered (300^15 000
Hz, 48 dB/octave band edge slopes). The ampli¢ed and
¢ltered waveform was recorded over a window of 40 ms
with a resolution of 10 Ws/address. For repeated, very
low intensity (6 10 dB SPL) stimuli, response-wave-
form averages were taken over 1000 stimulus presenta-
tions. When higher stimulus levels were used, 200 or
fewer stimulus presentations were typically su¤cient
to obtain robust and consistent averaged responses. In
order to compensate for acoustic and neural delays, a
delay was introduced between the electronic triggering
of each stimulus presentation and the beginning of the
40 ms recording window.

2.5. Acoustic stimuli (Fig. 1)

The stimulus period was 101 ms. The probe and
background stimuli were delivered separately (see Sec-
tion 2.6). Each stimulus was digitally created, shaped,
mixed, and timed. After conversion to analog signal, it
was subjected to power ampli¢cation, with ¢xed gain.
The amplitude of the delivered stimulus was adjusted
entirely by attenuation immediately prior to being sent
to the acoustic driver. The temporal relationships of the
dual tone probe stimulus and the background tone
stimulus in these experiments are shown in Fig. 1.
The probe stimulus comprised the sum of two sine-
wave bursts, each beginning with the condensation
phase and having 1 ms Gaussian rise and fall times.
The frequency (f1) of the lower-frequency sine wave
was 800 Hz below that (f2) of the higher, leading to

an 800 Hz modulation of the amplitude of envelope
of the combined waveform (lower waveforms in Fig.
1A,B). The background tone (upper waveforms in
Fig. 1A,B) was presented with random onset phase,
so that it produced no net cochlear microphonic poten-
tial in the averaged RW response. With the exception of
the experiment described in Figs. 9 and 10, the fre-
quency of the background tone was the midpoint of
the frequencies of the dual probe stimuli.

Two 1 mm diameter, 0.5 m long plastic tubes were
tightly sealed, along with an Etymotic ER10B probe
microphone, to the right ear of the gerbil. Each tube
was attached to an Etymotic ER2 acoustic driver. One
tube was used to deliver the probe stimulus; the other
was used to deliver the background tone. The probe
microphone was used to assess the net acoustic stimulus
as well as ambient sounds (primarily heart beats), all
within the external auditory canal. The output of the
probe microphone was continuously analyzed over an
80 dB dynamic range by a Hewlett Packard 3561A
Dynamic Signal Analyzer. Although the 800 Hz f23f1

acoustic envelope frequency was conspicuous in the
time domain, it was not present at 340 dB (re stimulus
level) in the discrete Fourier transfer (DFT) of the
acoustic stimulus.

2.6. Procedure

The basic procedure consisted of obtaining RW-re-
corded responses in the presence of the probe stimulus
alone, followed by recording responses to the probe in
the presence of the background tone. Because the polar-
ities of the phase-locked dual tone probe stimuli were
not alternated, averaged cochlear microphonics were

Fig. 1. Relative timing of background tones (upper traces in A and
B) and probe stimuli (lower traces). In this case, the frequency of
the background tone was 5.0 kHz; the probe stimulus comprised
4.6 kHz and 5.4 kHz tones of equal amplitude, both starting in con-
densation phase.
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obtained at frequencies corresponding to f1 and f2. Be-
cause the polarity of the background tone polarity was
randomly varied, that stimulus did not generate an
averaged cochlear microphonic.

The responses to the envelope of the probe stimulus
could be readily identi¢ed by their spectral signatures of
800 Hz, corresponding to f23f1. The forward masking
TC of an envelope response of this type consistently
exhibits a sharply-tuned tip around f1 and f2, demon-
strating that it originates at a restricted region along the
cochlea (Henry, 1996b). Such envelope responses also
consistently are blocked by application of tetrodotoxin,
demonstrating that they are neural in origin and corre-
spond to activity of a population of electrically-excit-
able sodium channels (Henry, 1995). Therefore, we take
them to re£ect spike activity con¢ned to a local popu-
lation of cochlear nerve ¢bers and phase-locked to the
envelope of the probe stimulus waveform (Henry,
1996a,b).

Although amplitude input^output functions often are
obtained by presentations of random sequences of stim-
ulus intensities, the procedures used in these experi-
ments were designed to maintain the animal's ear in
as sensitive a condition as possible when it was being
tested with very low intensity stimuli. Thresholds of the
envelope response were determined by stimulating the
animal with a series of probe stimuli with the amplitude
beginning at 30 or 35 dB SPL and decreasing in 5 dB
steps to 15 dB SPL. Beyond that level, each step was
accompanied by a pause of approximately 15 min in
order to allow the ear to recover sensitivity loss induced
by the previous stimuli. As stimulus intensity was re-
duced, the magnitudes of responses became increasingly
di¤cult to evaluate visually, necessitating o¥ine analy-
sis. This was achieved with a DFT of the averaged
response (Figs. 5 and 7). Threshold was estimated as
being the lowest level of stimulus that produced DFT
amplitude response, at f23f1, that was visibly greater
than that at any other frequency (other than f1 and f2),
over the 20 kHz range of the DFT. Thresholds esti-
mated in this way were very close to the published
behavioral thresholds for the gerbil (Ryan, 1976;
Henry, 1996b). By the end of these procedures and
evaluations, the gerbil had been in a very quiet environ-
ment for approximately 30^45 min. These conditions
contributed to the sensitivity of the envelope response,
and allowed these near-threshold e¡ects to be more
readily observed.

At this step of the procedure, utilizing a near-thresh-
old stimulus level, the averaged RW response was re-
corded when the probe stimulus was presented alone
and, immediately after that, when it was presented in
the presence of the background tone at a given level
and frequency. A DFT was performed on each aver-
aged response and the 800 Hz (f23f1) envelope response

amplitude was measured. For each probe stimulus and
background tone setting, this pair of recordings and
measurements was repeated eight times for statistical
purposes. Mean values, standard errors and t-tests
were then obtained for the di¡erence between the enve-
lope response amplitude in the absence of the back-
ground tone and that in the presence of the background
tone. For plots of envelope response amplitude versus
stimulus level, this process was repeated with the am-
plitude of the probe stimulus and/or background tone
increased by 5 dB. This was continued at increasing
stimulus and/or background tone levels until the experi-
ment was completed. For plots of envelope response
amplitude versus the frequency of the background
tone, the intensity levels of the probe stimulus and
background tone were kept constant, but the frequency
of the background tone was varied from one pair of
recordings to the next. This was done to avoid adapta-
tion or fatigue with any single background tone fre-
quency.

3. Results

Fig. 2 shows typical envelope responses from the

Fig. 2. A: Top waveform: 800 Hz cochlear nerve envelope response
to 25 dB (SPL) probe stimulus comprising 7.6 kHz and 8.4 kHz
tones. The amplitude of this response decreases over time, showing
adaptation characteristic of cochlear nerve activity. Bottom wave-
form: response to the same probe presented in the presence of an
8 kHz, 25 dB SPL background tone (timing as in Fig. 1A) (gerbil
SR052499). Reduction in amplitude is what one expects from simul-
taneous masking. B: Top waveform: cochlear nerve envelope re-
sponse to 25 dB (SPL) probe stimulus comprising 9.6 kHz and 10.4
kHz tones. High-frequency irregularities on the waveform are co-
chlear microphonics. Bottom waveform: response to same probe
stimulus with 25 dB, 10 kHz background tone present (timing as in
Fig. 1B). The ¢rst half of the response shows the e¡ect of simulta-
neous masking; the second half shows the e¡ect of forward masking
(SR112098).
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gerbil cochlear nerve (RW recordings). The probe stim-
ulus amplitude for each of the four traces was 25 dB
SPL. For Fig. 2A, the probe stimulus comprised 7.6
kHz and 8.4 kHz components; for Fig. 2B it comprised
9.6 kHz and 10.4 kHz components. The recording in
the upper trace in each panel shows the response to the
probe stimulus alone. That in the lower trace shows the
response to the same probe stimulus presented with a
background tone stimulus at 25 dB SPL and at a fre-
quency midway between those of the probe components
(i.e. 8 kHz for Fig. 2A, 10 kHz for Fig. 2B). The timing
of the background tone for Fig. 2A was that shown in
Fig. 1A (i.e. the background tone stimulus was present
throughout the duration of the probe stimulus). At the
beginning of the upper trace in Fig. 2A, one sees adap-
tation in the response to the probe alone; in the lower
trace, one sees conspicuous reduction in amplitude (si-
multaneous masking) of the probe stimulus response.
The timing of the background tone for Fig. 2B was
that shown in Fig. 1B (the background tone ended mid-
way through the presentation of the probe stimulus).

Again, the upper trace shows some adaptation to the
probe alone. The ¢rst half of the lower trace in Fig. 2B
shows reduction in amplitude (simultaneous masking);
and this reduction in amplitude continues (as forward
masking) in the second half of the trace. Toward the
end of the trace, one sees a gradual recovery from for-
ward masking. The envelope response is generated by
activity of cochlear nerve axons having CFs close to the
two tones that compose the probe stimulus (Henry,
1996b); therefore, it is not surprising that a third (back-
ground) tone, with a frequency halfway between those
of f2 and f1 and a random phase relationship with the
stimulus, is capable of both simultaneous and forward
masking the envelope response.

This masking e¡ect is not uniform across the dynam-
ic range of the envelope response. The background tone
reduces envelope response amplitude by a fairly consis-
tent proportion when the probe stimulus and the tone
are both more than approximately 15 or 20 dB above
the envelope detection threshold. This relationship
breaks down, however, when the intensity of the stim-
ulus and tone are closer to threshold. The input^output

Fig. 3. Envelope response amplitude vs. stimulus amplitude, with
and without background tone (timing relationship of Fig. 1A) in
one gerbil subject. At intensities equal to or greater than 15 dB
SPL, the background tone decreases the amplitude of the envelope
response. The simultaneous masking e¡ect is inconsistent at lower
intensities. This near-threshold response pattern was seen in 12 of
the 31 gerbils screened for this study. In this and subsequent illus-
trations, the presence of a single * indicates that the background
tone altered the amplitude of the envelope response with a two-
tailed P6 0.05; ** indicates a two-tailed P6 0.005 (SR052499).

Fig. 4. Envelope response amplitude vs. stimulus amplitude, with
and without background tone (timing relationship of Fig. 1A) (same
conditions as those of Fig. 3, in a di¡erent gerbil subject). As in
Fig. 3, a simultaneous masking e¡ect was seen when the probe stim-
ulus and extra tone intensities were greater than 15 dB SPL. In this
gerbil, however, the e¡ect was reversed at levels of 0 and 5 dB SPL.
Variations of this near-threshold response pattern were seen in 19
of the 31 gerbils screened for this study (SR052899).
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curve of Fig. 3 shows a pattern in response to near-
threshold stimuli that was found in 40% (12/31) of the
gerbils screened for this paper. In these animals, the
introduction of the background tone at near-threshold
levels resulted either in a very small decrement or in no
change at all in the amplitude of the envelope response.

In the majority (19/31) of the gerbils, simultaneous
presentation of the background tone and the probe
stimulus resulted in an increase in the amplitude of
the envelope response. Fig. 4 shows an input^output
curve with a near-threshold feature that is typical of
these animals. Fig. 5 illustrates the means used to quan-
tify these changes. These e¡ects were not observed in
cochlear microphonics recorded from the same elec-
trode. Fig. 6 illustrates this from another gerbil. In-
creases in the amplitude of the envelope response
were observed only when the probe and background
tone stimuli were simultaneously present. When the
timing of the two stimuli was that of Fig. 1B, only
reduction of the envelope response amplitude (forward

masking) was observed during the time that the back-
ground tone was o¡ (Figs. 7 and 8).

The ability of the background tone to enhance the
responsiveness of the cochlea to the probe stimulus en-
velope at low stimulus levels, as re£ected in Figs. 4^8,
was only observed in gerbils who had been adapted to
the quiet environment in which they were tested. This is
why initial testing was begun with the lowest intensities
and then carried successively to the highest.

The left-hand panels of Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate the
frequency-speci¢c nature of enhancement. Increases in
the envelope response were observed only when the
frequency of the background tone was close to those
of the probe stimulus components. This frequency-spe-
ci¢city is more pronounced when the intensity levels of
the stimulus and the background tones are very low.
When the timing relationship of Fig. 1B was used, the
forward masking seen during the second half of the
probe stimulus also depended strongly on the frequency

Fig. 5. Time- and frequency-domain presentations of a conspicuous
example of enhancement (timing relationships of Fig. 1A). Probe
stimulus comprised 8.0 and 8.8 kHz tones; frequency of background
tone was 8.4 kHz; probe stimulus and background stimulus ampli-
tudes were 5 dB SPL. Top trace, upper box: averaged RW response
in absence of the background tone. Bottom trace, upper box: aver-
aged RW response in presence of background tone. Top and bot-
tom traces, lower box: amplitude components of the DFTs of the
top and bottom traces in the upper box, respectively. Cochlear mi-
crophonic responses to the 8.0 and 8.8 kHz probe stimulus compo-
nents are obvious in both DFTs and seem not to have been altered
by the background tone. Because it was presented with random
phase, the background tone produced no (8.4 kHz) spectral peak in
the DFT of the averaged response. In the presence of the back-
ground stimulus, the 800 Hz envelope of the probe stimulus pro-
duced a conspicuous spectral peak (13 WV in this case). In the ab-
sence of the background tone, that peak appears to be buried in the
noise (SR103098).

Fig. 6. Left-hand panel: envelope response amplitude vs. probe
stimulus intensity, in presence and in absence of background tone,
timing relationship of Fig. 1A (same gerbil subject as Fig. 5). Right-
hand panel: amplitude of the 8.0 kHz cochlear microphonic compo-
nent under the same two conditions. When the probe stimulus level
was 0 dB SPL, the amplitude of the envelope response was not
measurable, and was assigned a value equal to that of the back-
ground noise. This was not changed by the presence of the 10 kHz
background tone. At slightly higher probe stimulus levels, the pres-
ence of the background tone conspicuously increased the amplitude
of the envelope response. At still higher levels, it decreased it. By
contrast, the cochlear microphonic amplitudes were una¡ected by
the 8.4 background kHz tone (SR103098).
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of the background (masking) tone (right-hand panels in
Figs. 9 and 10).

4. Discussion

The carrier frequencies of the probe and background
stimuli employed in this study all were equal to or
greater than 4.6 kHz. At those frequencies, the compo-
nents of hair cell receptor potential at the carrier fre-
quencies (i.e. those commonly called `ac receptor poten-

tials') are expected to be highly attenuated; the
envelope components (i.e. those commonly called `dc
receptor potentials') are expected to dominate. There-
fore, the receptor potential in response to the probe
stimulus is expected to be a distorted 800 Hz waveform
(a distorted version of the envelope of the lower traces
in Fig. 1A,B). The receptor potential in response to the
background tone (averaged over many presentations of
that tone with random phase) is expected to be a dc
pulse (duration approximately 48 ms for the upper trace
in Fig. 1A, approximately 30 ms for that in Fig. 1B). By
de¢nition of linearity, dc receptor potentials are conse-
quences of a non-linear process akin to recti¢cation.
This non-linearity may be attributable to the inner
hair cell mechanoelectric transduction process (Huds-

Fig. 7. Time- and frequency-domain presentations of a conspicuous
example of enhancement (timing relationship of Fig. 1B). For this
subject, the envelope response threshold was 18 dB SPL. Probe
stimulus comprised 8.0 and 8.8 kHz tones; frequency of background
tone was 8.4 kHz; probe stimulus and background stimulus ampli-
tudes were 25 dB SPL. Top trace, upper box: averaged RW re-
sponse in absence of the background tone. Bottom trace, upper
box: averaged RW response in presence of background tone. Bot-
tom box: DFTs of waveforms in upper box. Upper left frame:
DFT of ¢rst half of response to probe stimulus alone. Upper right
frame: DFT of second half of same response. The 800 Hz envelope
response component shows adaptation over time (from 0.225 to
0.16 WV). Lower left-hand frame: DFT of averaged RW response to
probe stimulus in presence of background tone(¢rst half of lower
waveform in top box). Lower right-hand frame: DFT of the aver-
aged RW response immediately after the background tone was ter-
minated (second half of lower waveform in top box). During pre-
sentation of the background tone there was a large (0.91 WV) 800
Hz envelope response, accompanied by its harmonic ^ a substantial
(0.62 WV) 1.6 kHz component. Immediately following the tone, the
800 Hz component was reduced below its levels in the late response
to the probe stimulus alone (upper right-hand frame of the bottom
panel), indicating a forward masking e¡ect of the background tone
(0.16 WV in the non-masked condition of the upper right-hand panel
vs. 0.11 WV in the forward masked condition of the lower right-
hand panel (SR111198)).

Fig. 8. Left-hand panel: envelope response amplitude vs. probe
stimulus intensity, in presence and in absence of background tone,
timing relationship of Fig. 1B. The amplitudes of the probe stimulus
and the background tone were the same. Left panel: amplitude of
the envelope response vs. stimulus intensity during ¢rst half of
probe stimulus presentation, with and without simultaneous pres-
entation of the background tone. The presence of the background
tone increased the amplitudes of the 800 Hz envelope responses gen-
erated by 5 and 10 dB (SPL) probe stimuli, and reduced the ampli-
tudes generated by 15 and 20 dB stimuli. Right panel: amplitude of
the envelope response vs. stimulus intensity during second half of
probe stimulus presentation, with and without presentation of the
background tone during the ¢rst half of the stimulus. The response
following the background tone shows a forward masking e¡ect
(SR112098).
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peth and Corey, 1977). It also may re£ect processes in
the outer hair cell (Zenner, 1993). Whatever its source,
a Taylor's series description of it would contain only
even-order terms.

One expects to see these same response patterns at
the level of spike production in the cochlear nerve. At
very low stimulus levels, the dc pulse in response to the
background tone stimulus somehow has produced en-
hancement of the 800 Hz envelope response to the
probe stimulus. By de¢nition of linearity, enhancement
of an 800 Hz signal by the presence of a dc signal
re£ects non-linear interaction. We cannot be certain
about the locus of this interaction. As mentioned in
Section 1, tests with tetrodotoxin (Henry, 1995) and
with forward and simultaneous masking strongly imply
that when it is viewed in the averaged RW potential, as
it was done here, the 800 Hz envelope response re£ects
only a synchronized 800 Hz modulation of spike activ-
ity over a subpopulation of cochlear axons with CFs
close to carrier frequencies (f1 and f2) of the probe
stimulus. There is no evidence of a cochlear micro-
phonic component in the envelope response. This
strongly implies that the non-linear interaction of the
ac and dc components occurs after the hair cell mecha-
noelectric transduction process.

There seem to be two obvious possibilities : (1) the
locus of non-linear interaction is the presynaptic part of
the hair cell a¡erent synapse, and (2) the locus of non-
linear interaction is the spike trigger of the primary
a¡erent axon. At either locus, one can imagine a dc
bias on the membrane voltage that is well below thresh-
old (well below threshold for transmitter release or well
below threshold for spike generation). A weak 800 Hz
component added to that bias would have little or no
e¡ect on either transmitter release or spike production.
On the other hand, a su¤ciently large positive dc com-
ponent added to the bias could translate the membrane
potential to a level close to threshold or above it. In
that case, the weak 800 Hz component would begin to
have an e¡ect ^ producing either periodic excursions of
membrane potential to super-threshold values, or pro-
ducing 800 Hz modulation of a potential already above
threshold. Enhancement of the 800 Hz envelope re-
sponse thus could be attributable to either or both of
the following e¡ects: (1) the dc response to the back-
ground tone allows previously silent units to join the
subpopulation of units responding to the probe stimu-
lus. (2) The dc response to the background tone in-
creases the amplitude of the 800 Hz envelope response
of units already responding to the probe stimulus.

We are proposing that the enhancement e¡ect shown
in this paper requires a cascade of two non-linearities ^

Fig. 9. Envelope response amplitude vs. background tone frequency,
timing relationship of Fig. 1B. Probe stimulus: 4.6 kHz and 5.4
kHz, 5 dB SPL. Background tone: 5 dB SPL. When the back-
ground tone and probe were simultaneously present, the response
amplitude was increased only when the background tone was cen-
tered on the two stimulus frequencies (i.e. when the background
tone frequency was 5 kHz). When the background tone preceded
the probe stimulus, 5 kHz background tone was most e¡ective at
forward masking the response (SR032299).

Fig. 10. Envelope response amplitude vs. background tone fre-
quency. Probe stimulus: 9.6 kHz and 10.4 kHz, 15 dB SPL. Back-
ground tone: 15 dB SPL. The background tone was most e¡ective
as an enhancer (left panel) and as a forward masker (right panel)
when its frequency was midway between those of the probe stimulus
(SR111998).
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the ¢rst being a rectifying (even-order) non-linearity
that extracts a positive-only, envelope-following re-
sponse from a zero-mean acoustic waveform, and the
second being a threshold non-linearity. The mechanisms
posited to underlie enhancement according to the
French^Stein hypothesis and the common theories of
stochastic resonance include just one non-linearity ^ a
threshold non-linearity.

A reviewer of the ¢rst draft of this paper pointed out
that, at low levels, the slopes of all of the log^log stim-
ulus response curves in this paper are 2, corresponding
to a square-law non-linearity (see also Goodman et al.,
1982). We have found this as well with our Wiener
series analyses of gerbil high-CF cochlear units. In
such a unit, the post-stimulus time histogram of cochle-
ar nerve spike activity in response to a repeated com-
plex temporal waveform (a segment of band-limited

noise) follows the square of the envelope of a linearly-
¢ltered version of that waveform (Lewis et al., 2001).
The ¢lter function is given by the Wiener analysis. Tak-
ing the even-order non-linearity of the previous para-
graph to be square-law, we can construct a simple sim-
ulation of its response to our experimental stimuli. Fig.
11A shows a probe stimulus comprising ongoing 4.6
kHz and 5.4 kHz tones, each of unity amplitude,
summed in cosine phase. Fig. 11B shows the probe
stimulus squared. Fig. 11C shows the result of summing
the probe stimulus with a 5.0 kHz background tone
(also of unity amplitude), squaring the result, and aver-
aging over the full range of relative phases of the back-
ground tone. Thus, one can imagine all three sinusoids
converging on the hair bundle of an inner hair cell, and
being subjected together to the (putatively) square-law
non-linearity of the transduction process. Assuming
that the waveforms of Fig. 11B,C subsequently are sub-
jected (in the hair cell and, perhaps, the initial segment

Fig. 11. Simulated experiment: a probe stimulus (A) is applied as
input to a square-law non-linearity in the absence (B) and presence
(C) of a background tone. Being subjected to low-pass ¢ltering, the
waveforms of B and C are transformed to those of D and E, re-
spectively (see text for details).

Fig. 12. Amplitude spectra of the waveforms in Fig. 11 (see text).
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of the a¡erent axon) to low-pass ¢ltering, passing the
DC and 800 Hz components and rejecting the high-
frequency components, one can easily construct the re-
sulting waveforms (Fig. 11D,E).

The amplitude spectra of waveforms in Fig. 11A^E
are presented in Fig. 12A^E. The ordinate is given in
dB re, a unit-amplitude sine wave. Notice that the net
e¡ect of adding the randomly-phased background tone
is a 50% (3.52 dB) increase in the dc component of the
output of the squaring process. The energy of the 800
Hz component is not changed, nor is that of any of the
three components in the vicinity of 10 kHz. Viewing
Fig. 11D (simulated probe only) and Fig. 11E (simulat-
ed probe plus background), imagine a second non-line-
arity, in this case a strong one, imposing a threshold-
like e¡ect at 2.0 units. Clearly, in that case, the presence
of the background tone would enhance the 800 Hz en-
velope response conspicuously.
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